
Discover ing your Core
Desired Feel ings

Looking at the list of core desired feelings in your resources.

Answer the following questions using the CDF’s as a guide. 

 

Livelihood & Lifestyle

In my career I want to feel… 

With money I want to feel…
At home I want to feel…
I want my sense of style to feel… 

I want my space (energy) to feel.. 

When I travel I want to feel… 

When I give and receive gifts I want to feel… 

 

Body & Wellness

When my body heals or is healing I want to feel… 

I want my exercise routine to feel… 

I want food to feel… 

I want rest and relaxation to feel… 

I want my mind to feel… 

I want movement in my body to feel.. 
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Creativity & Learning

When I express myself creatively I want to feel… 

I want my interests to feel… 

When I take a course or am learning something I want to feel… 

I want the things I do for fun (my hobbies) to feel… 

 

Relationships & Society

I want to feel… 

In my friendships I want to feel… 

With my family I want to feel… 

In my community I want to feel… 

Any causes I support I want to feel… 

 

Essence & Spirituality

When I am connected to my soul I want to feel… at ease

When I am connected to my higher self I want to feel… big and

strong

When I hear my intuition I want to feel… clarity

I want my faith to feel… easy

I want my spiritual practices to feel… natural
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Review all of your answers and write down any common

feelings that came up (one's that you listed more than twice.) 

 

Then ask yourself if this is your Core Desired Feeling? Ask

your self how does it feel like to be (insert CDF) Does it feel

good? or no? If I were (insert CDF), What would my life be

like? Does this feeling resonate with you? 

 

Write down 3-5 words that really feel good and resonate with

you ☺ 

 

Congratulations you just discovered your Core Desired

Feelings!
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